Text search is a classical problem in Computer Science, with many data-intensive applications. For this problem, suffix arrays are among the most widely known and used data structures, enabling fast searches for phrases, terms, substrings and regular expressions in large texts. Potential application domains for these operations include large-scale search services, such as Web search engines, where it is necessary to efficiently process intensive-traffic streams of on-line queries. This paper proposes strategies to enable such services by means of suffix arrays. We introduce techniques for deploying suffix arrays on clusters of distributed-memory processors and then study the processing of multiple queries on the distributed data structure. Even though the cost of individual search operations in sequential (non-distributed) suffix arrays is low in practice, the problem of processing multiple queries on distributed-memory systems, so that hardware resources are used efficiently, is relevant to services aimed at achieving high query throughput at low operational costs. Our theoretical and experimental performance studies show that our proposals are suitable solutions for building efficient and scalable on-line search services based on suffix arrays.
Introduction
In the last decade, the design of efficient data structures and algorithms for textual databases and related applications has received a great deal of attention, due to the rapid growth of the amount of text data available from different sources. Typical applications support text searches over big text collections in a client-server fashion, where the user queries are answered by a dedicated server [15] . The server efficiency-in terms of running time-is of paramount importance in cases where the services demanded by clients generate a heavy work load. A feasible way to overcome the limitations of sequential computers is to resort to the use of several computers, or processors, which work together to serve the ever increasing client demands [19] .
One such approach to efficient parallelization is to distribute the data onto the processors, in such a way that it becomes feasible to exploit locality via parallel processing of user requests, each on a subset of the data. As opposed to shared-memory models, this distributed-memory model provides the benefit of better
• count queries, where one wants to count the number of pattern occurrences, that is, compute |O|.
• exist queries, where one wants to check whether X occurs in T or not, that is, we want to determine whether O = ∅ or not.
In this paper we will study a variant of this problem suitable for parallel processing when throughput is emphasized: given a set of Q patterns {X 1 [1. .m], X 2 [1.
.m], . . . , X Q [1.
.m]}, one wants to find the occurrences of each of these strings in T (we use equal length for all the patterns for simplicity, but our results do not depend on that). We will focus on count queries. In such a case, one wants to obtain the number of occurrences of each of the Q search patterns. The reason is that, on suffix arrays, the algorithmic complexity of the problem lies on the counting part, and when this is solved, locating reduces to merely listing the values in an array range. In addition, as we discuss in the Conclusions, it turns out that the strategies that are best for counting are also the most promising ones for locating. On the other hand, many relevant applications rely solely on count queries. Several examples, like computing matching statistics and longest common substrings, arise in computational biology scenarios [29, 58] . Another application is approximate searching, where k errors are allowed in the search pattern. A successful approach is to split P into k + 1 pieces that will be searched for exactly. An algorithm to find the best partition into k + 1 pieces carries out O(m 2 k) count queries [50, 59] . We assume a model in which the text is known in advance to queries, and we want to carry out several queries on it. Therefore, as we said above, the text can be preprocessed in order to build a data structure (or index ) on it, such that queries can be supported efficiently.
We shall study the problem on a distributed computing model. We assume a server operating on a set of P processors P 0 , P 1 , . . . , P P −1 (the search nodes), each containing its own local memory. The communication between processors is carried out through message passing. Users request service to one or more broker (or master) machines. The broker distributes the queries onto the P search nodes of the server, yet solving the queries may require access to the data stored on various machines. Finally, the broker must gather the results from the search nodes and produce the answer to each query.
We assume that, under a situation of heavy traffic, the server processes batches of Q = qP queries, for some q ≥ 1. Our main goal is to achieve a high query throughput to answer these batches of queries. We will model the distributed-memory computation using the bulk-synchronous model of parallel computing (BSP model) [61, 64] . See Section 2.2 for further details about this model.
Previous Related Work 1.3.1. Distributed Query Processing and Inverted Indexes
The distributed query processing on text databases has been extensively studied, being the inverted index one of the most used data structures [63, 57, 37, 4, 11, 32, 42, 47, 66] . Those works obtain highly efficient inverted indexes, with a high query throughput. There are two main ways to distribute an inverted index over several processors [63] :
Local index approach The document database is evenly distributed across processors, and then a local inverted index is built for every processor. At query time, the broker must send each query in the batch of Q queries to each of the P processors.
Global index approach A global inverted index is built for the entire collection. Then, the vocabulary (i.e., set of different terms or words in the collection) is evenly distributed across processors, such that each processor stores only the inverted lists for the terms in the local vocabulary. At query time, the broker sends each query in the batch to the processor whose local vocabulary contains the query terms.
A disadvantage of the local index approach is that all the processors have to handle all the queries, and then the results must be merged, whereas in the global index approach just one processor immediately gives the final result. On the other hand, the global index approach may suffer from load imbalance, since queries tend to be skewed towards certain terms (that vary over time) and thus some processors may have to handle many more queries than others. This load imbalance can be avoided by distributing the terms in a more clever way [46] , but coping with skewed distributions that vary over time is more challenging.
The Importance of Suffix Arrays in Text Processing and Searching
There are many applications that need to search texts where the concept of word is not well defined, as in the case of East Asian languages, or it does not exist at all, such as, biological databases (like DNA and proteins) or music retrieval. We need in these cases more general search tools, able to search for any text substring, not only words or phrases. Suffix trees [65] and suffix arrays [39] are the most well-known and used indexes of this kind.
Suffix trees are probably the most important data structures for processing strings [2, 29] . They are extensively used not only for full-text searching, but also for more complex pattern matching and discovery problems. It has been shown that a suffix array can support the same functionality as a suffix tree, provided that extra data is stored [1] , but it needs no extra data to support simple pattern searches. In practice, suffix arrays are in many cases preferred over suffix trees, because of their smaller space requirement and better locality of access. However, suffix arrays (and also suffix trees) were initially designed as sequential data structures, that is, they did not support parallel query processing.
Distributed Suffix Trees and Arrays
The efficient parallel construction of suffix trees [3, 21, 30, 20, 13, 16, 40, 67] and suffix arrays [52, 31, 33, 27, 35, 48, 54] has been thoroughly investigated. The aim was, however, the construction in parallel of a global index for the entire text collection, so that queries upon that index can be carried out using the standard sequential search algorithm. Clifford and Sergot [17] defined a version of suffix trees that supports the distributed query processing on genomic data. Ferragina and Luccio [22] proposed a related algorithm that works on a distributed Patricia tree that is constructed from the suffix array. This algorithm is optimal both in computation and communication time. We have only found one article addressing our specific problem of distributed text searching using suffix arrays: Cheng et al. [14] define two strategies, which are based on the local and global approaches for inverted indexes. These have several drawbacks from a distributed-memory point of view (e.g., low concurrency and load imbalance), as we will thoroughly demonstrate in this paper. Indeed, we take the local and global strategies as baselines and build improved solutions upon them.
Our Contribution
In this paper we propose several strategies to represent suffix arrays under the distributed memory model. We begin by proposing two basic distribution strategies, which are realizations of the local and global index approaches of inverted indexes already seen in Section 1.3.1. In the case of counting queries on suffix arrays, however, these simple approaches pose serious problems on top of those they present on inverted indexes. The local index approach leads to low concurrency because the search cost on a part of the collection, O(m log(n/P )), is close to that on the whole collection, O(m log n), and thus low concurrency is achieved. On the other hand, the global index approach requires accessing text stored in remote memories at each step of the search, leading to very high communication complexity.
Henceforth, the main contribution of this paper are approaches that seek to alleviate these problems on suffix arrays. We propose several alternatives to balance the work load, reduce communication costs, and achieve high concurrency.
We focus on improving query throughput in scenarios where batches of queries must be served. Our algorithms are designed and analyzed on the bulk-synchronous model of parallel computing (BSP model) [64, 61] . This is a distributed memory model with a well-defined structure that enables predicting the running time of an algorithm. We use this feature to compare different alternatives for index partitioning, considering their effects in communication and synchronization of processors.
Our empirical results show that the proposed algorithms are efficient in practice, outperforming by far the classical local and global choices to distribute the text collection across processors.
The present paper is an extension of a conference version [43] , with more in-depth explanations of the proposed methods, improvements to the original algorithms, a tighter algorithm analysis, and a more extensive experimental evaluation.
Preliminary Concepts
We study here the preliminary concepts needed to understand our work.
Suffix Arrays
Suffix arrays [39] (also known as pat arrays [28] ) are one of the most used data structures for full-text searching. Given a text T [1..n] of length n over an alphabet Σ, the corresponding suffix array SA [1. .n] stores pointers to the initial positions of the text suffixes. The array is sorted in lexicographical order of the suffixes, as shown in Figure 1 for the example text "this is a sample text$". Here, we have replaced spaces by ' ', which is assumed to be lexicographically smaller than the remaining symbols. Also, symbol $ � ∈ Σ is a special text terminator, which is assumed to be lexicographically smaller than any other alphabet symbol. Given an interval of the suffix array, notice that all the corresponding suffixes in that interval form a lexicographical subinterval of the text suffixes.
To search for a pattern X[1.
.m] in the text T we must find all the text suffixes that have X as a prefix, that is, the suffixes starting with X. Since the array is lexicographically sorted, the search for a pattern proceeds by performing two binary searches over the suffix array: one for the immediate predecessor of X, and another for its immediate successor. We obtain in this way an interval in the suffix array that contains the starting positions of the pattern occurrences. Algorithm 1 illustrates how this search is carried out.
Algorithm 1: SASearch(Suffix array SA, search pattern X)
end if 10: end while Let us call interval query to the operation of using SASearch with both the immediate predecessor and the immediate successor of X. This takes O(m log n) time. As we can see from line 1 of Algorithm 1, the binary searches on the suffix array are conducted by direct comparison of the suffixes pointed to by the array elements. This means that we need to access the text to perform a search. This will be an important issue when designing our distributed realizations of suffix arrays.
BSP and the Cost Model
In the bulk-synchronous parallel (BSP) model of computing [64, 61] , any parallel computer (e.g., PC cluster, shared-or distributed-memory multiprocessors, etc.) is seen as a set of P processors composed of a CPU and a local memory, which communicate with each other through messages. Let P 0 , . . . , P P −1 denote these processors. The computation is organized as a sequence of supersteps. During a superstep, the processors may perform sequential computations on local data and/or send messages to other processors. The messages are available for processing at their destinations by the next superstep, and each superstep is ended with the barrier synchronization of the processors. This model of parallel computation ensures portability at the very fundamental level by allowing algorithm design in a manner that is independent of the architecture of the parallel computer. Shared and distributed memory parallel computers can be programmed in the same way.
The practical model of programming is SPMD, which is realized as P program copies running on the P processors, wherein communication and synchronization among copies is performed via libraries such as BSPlib [8] , BSPub [7] or BSPonMPI [9] . Note that BSP is actually a paradigm of parallel programming and not a particular communication library. In practice, it is certainly possible to implement BSP programs using the traditional PVM [55] and MPI [45] libraries. A number of studies have shown that bulk-synchronous parallel algorithms lead to more efficient performance than their message-passing or shared-memory counterparts in many applications [61, 62] .
The total running time cost of a BSP program is the cumulative sum of the costs of its supersteps, and the cost of each superstep is the sum of three quantities: w, hG and L, where:
• w is the maximum of the computations performed by each processor, excluding sending/receiving data;
• h is the maximum of the messages sent/received by each processor, with each word costing G units of running time; and
• L is the cost of the barrier synchronization of the processors.
The effect of the computer architecture is included by the parameters G and L, which are increasing functions of P . These values, along with the computing cost of relevant operations for the application at hand can be empirically determined for each parallel computer by executing benchmark programs at installation [61] .
As an example of a basic BSP algorithm, let us consider a broadcast operation that will be used in this paper. Suppose that a processor needs to send a copy of P chapters of a book, each of size a, to all other P processors (including itself). A naive approach would be to send the P chapters to all the processors in one superstep. That is, in superstep 1, the sending processor sends P chapters to P processors at a cost of P 2 aG + L units. Thus, in superstep 2 all P processors have available into their respective incoming message buffers the P chapters of the book. An optimal algorithm for the same problem is as follows. In superstep 1, the sending processor sends just one different chapter to each processor at a cost of P aG + L units. In superstep 2, each processor sends its arriving chapter to all others at a cost of P aG + L units. Thus, at superstep 2, all the processors have a copy of the whole book. Hence the broadcast of a large P -piece a-sized message can be carried out at P aG + L cost.
Distributed Suffix Arrays
Assume that we are given a text T [1.
.n], and we want to search for a batch
.m]} of Q = qP individual patterns (or queries) of length m each (the assumption of equal-length patterns is made only for simplicity; it is not a restriction for our algorithms). Assume also that we want to support count queries, which from a suffix array point of view means determining the suffix array intervals containing the answers to each query.
We introduce in this section our proposals for the distributed processing of pattern queries using suffix arrays. Subsection 3.1 presents two basic strategies that are analogous to the local and global distribution approaches of inverted indexes. After discussing and highlighting the drawbacks of these solutions, Subsection 3.2 introduces our new proposals, which will lead to more efficient realizations of distributed suffix arrays. As a baseline, recall that the cost of answering such queries using a standard sequential suffix array would be O(Qm log n).
Note that a simple solution in distributed environments is to replicate the text and its resulting suffix array among the cluster nodes. In such a scheme, the broker sends the query to any node in order to solve it. This results in a perfect load balance. However, the text and index replication leads to using P times the space of the original solution. This makes it suitable only for small texts. Since we focus on moderate-size and big texts (where indexed text search is the most efficient alternative), we will not consider this simple approach in this paper. However, we explore partial replication in a case study where this is feasible, in Section 4.7.
Global versus Local Suffix Arrays
We first present the basic techniques to distribute suffix arrays, in order to understand the basic ideas and problems we must face. As a result, we obtain the suffix array counterparts for the global and local distributed inverted indexes [63, 14] (already mentioned in Section 1.3.1).
Global Suffix Arrays
In the global index approach, a single global suffix array SA is built for the whole text [35] and then mapped evenly on the processors. That is, processor P 0 stores SA[1..
, and so on. From now on, let SA i denote the range of the global suffix array SA stored at processor P i . We call Global this distribution strategy. The text is also stored in a similar fashion: processor P 1 stores T [1.. Notice that not necessarily a suffix SA i [k] corresponds to a text position in the local text T i , but probably to a text position corresponding to T j for some other processor P j . This is the case, for instance, of suffix SA 0 [2] in Figure 2 (a), which is not in T 0 but in T 1 . This will have implications when the suffix array search algorithm needs to access the text suffixes.
In the Global approach, each processor stands for a lexicographical interval or range of suffixes. For instance, in Figure 2 (a) processor P 0 represents suffixes starting with '$', ' ' and 'a '. The broker machine maintains information on the P suffixes limiting the intervals in each machine 6 . These P suffixes are searched at the broker to determine which machine should handle each query (more precisely, we search for each of the two lexicographical extremes of the query). The CPU cost per pattern can be made O(m) by using, for example, a trie data structure for the P strings [26] . After determining the correct processor for each query, all the queries are routed to their corresponding processors in a single superstep. Load imbalance may occur at this point, if queries tend to be dynamically biased to particular intervals, just as for global distributed inverted indexes [63] . Also, particularly on texts over small alphabets (e.g., DNA), the lexicographic range of a query can span more than one processor. In such a case, the query is routed to all involved processors, which poses some extra overhead.
Global Search Algorithm and Cost Analysis. Assume the ideal scenario, in which the queries are routed uniformly at random onto the processors. A search for Q = qP queries is carried out as follows. The broker takes Qm + QmG + L time to route the Q queries to their respective target processors (the first term is the cost of the trie search that determines which processor must answer each query).
Once the processors get their (on average)ueries, each of them performs q binary searches concurrently, each for a different query. The cost for theueries in a given processor is O(qm log n P ), since these are performed on local arrays of size n P . Recall, from Section 2.1, that these binary searches are conducted by direct comparison with the corresponding text suffix. As explained before, many of the references in a local suffix array could correspond to text suffixes stored in a remote processor. Indeed, for each query there is a probability of 1 − 1/P of needing a piece of text of length m from a remote processor. This takes an additional superstep, plus the cost of communicating m symbols per query. To avoid the case where the piece of remote text we are requesting is split among two consecutive processors, which would trigger extra communication, we store (but do not index) a few kilobytes of the text surrounding each text piece T i . This gets rid of the problem for any practical query pattern and with a negligible space overhead.
Note that the q binary searches carried out at any processor P i will start asking for the first m symbols of the suffix pointed from the middle of its suffix array range, SA i . Thus we need only one remote request to carry out the first step of all the q binary searches. It is not hard to see that this idea can be extended to the first log 2 q steps, so that we request only q remote suffixes. We can start asking for those q suffixes (or (a) The Global distribution strategy. The pruned suffixes at each processor are shown below each local suffix array, for t = 3.
T 0 t h i s _ i (c) The Multiplexed distribution strategy. The pruned suffixes are shown below each local suffix array, for t = 3. (d) The VMultiplexed distribution strategy for k = 1. The pruned suffixes are shown below each local suffix array, for t = 3. Note that each processor actually contains 2 k = 2 independent suffix arrays. have them stored in the processor). From that point, each query might traverse a distinct path in its binary search. This amounts to a total of q(log n P − log q) = q log n Q remote requests for theueries. For a global suffix array of size n, the local binary searches and the exchange of the text substrings are performed at cost qm log n P + qm log n Q G + L log n Q , again assuming that requests for text pieces arrive uniformly at the processors. Finally, the q answers per processor are received by the broker at cost QG to continue with the following batch. Thus the total (asymptotic) cost per batch is given by
where the first term represents the cost of the operations carried out by the broker machine, and the second term is the cost of processing a Q-sized batch in the server of P processors.
Pruned Suffixes. The idea of storing the top-q suffixes of the binary search can be further exploited, so that we associate with every local suffix array entry the first t characters of the corresponding suffix. The value of t depends on the text and usual queries, and involves a space/time tradeoff. In Figure 2 (a), the pruned suffixes for t = 3 are shown below each suffix array. It has been shown that this strategy is able to reduce the remote-memory references to 5%, even for relatively modest values of t [33] . However, this increases the space usage: the pruned suffixes require nt log σ extra bits overall.
Local Suffix Arrays
In the Local strategy, on the other hand, we first divide the text into chunks of size n P , and distribute these chunks onto the processors. Then, we construct a suffix array in each processor, considering only the portion of text stored in that processor. See Local Search Algorithm and Cost Analysis. Since the occurrences of a search pattern can be spread over the local texts of all processors, it is necessary to search for every query in all of the processors. Thus, we find the intervals in all the local suffix arrays that, together, form the solution for a given query. Finally, it is necessary to send to the broker QP values (Q per processor) corresponding to the results of the local count queries. The broker must sum up these values to obtain the answer to the original count query.
Special care must be taken with pattern occurrences that are split among two consecutive processors, that is, where for some processor P i and search pattern X j [1..m], a suffix of T i matches X j [1.
.k] and a prefix of T i+1 matches X j [k + 1..m]. The same technique described above, which stores a few kilobytes around each text T i , avoids this problem. More precisely, P i will only index the suffixes that start within T i , and thus only report occurrences that start within T i , but in order to determine that X j matches near the end of T i , it will use the prefix of T i+1 that is stored in P i .
The processing of a batch of Q queries is as follows. The broker must send each query to every processor. This broadcast operation can be carried out as described in Section 2.2. That is, from the qP total queries, the broker sends q different queries to each of the P processors. Then, each individual processor broadcasts them to all other processors, at a total cost of QmG + L. In the next superstep, the search process is carried out locally and concurrently: each processor performs Q binary searches and sends the Q answers to the broker. In other words, at a given time all the processors will be dedicated to answer the same set of queries.
The final step, in which each processor sends the Q answers to the broker, makes the latter receive QP messages in one superstep. This cost can be reduced as follows: Each of the P processors will be responsible for summing up a slice ofueries. Therefore, in one superstep each processor will send the results it obtained for each of the Q queries to the processor responsible of handling it. Then each processor will sum up the contributions of each of theueries it handles over the P processors that have sent it their results on that query. Finally, each processor will send to the broker the sums obtained for theueries it handles.
Thus the cost is only Q + QG + L. The total cost of this strategy is given by
Discussion
The cost analysis of the Global and Local approaches (see Equations (1) and (2), respectively), lead to some clear conclusions. A first one is that Global achieves high parallelism, obtaining in its CPU cost an optimal speedup over the sequential search time, Qm log n. It poses, however, a significant communication overhead, comparable to the CPU cost and clearly dominating it in practice (this is alleviated, however, by the use of pruned suffixes). To this we must add that our analysis optimistically assumes that queries are uniformly distributed, which is not the case in practice.
On the other hand, Local has minimal communication costs, which are reduced to the cost of distributing the queries and collecting the answers. However, its CPU cost is very high, almost the same as that of a sequential execution.
In both cases, the results are clearly unsatisfactory and deserve further research. While we believe that the Local strategy is fundamentally doomed by the closeness of the search costs in a global and a local suffix array (i.e., m log n versus m log n P ), we will show that the challenges posed by the Global strategy can be addressed in order to achieve efficient solutions.
Alternative Ways to Distribute the Global Suffix Array
From the previous discussion, the Global strategy seems to be more promising. In this section we will show how its problems of a high amount of communication and load imbalance can be significantly reduced. Subsection 3.2.1 introduces the Multiplexed strategy, which distributes the suffix array entries onto the processors using a Round-Robin scheme. This breaks load-imbalance but introduces further communication among processors to solve queries. Subsection 3.2.2 provides a smooth transition between Global and Multiplexed, aiming at obtaining the best from both. Finally, Subsection 3.2.3 introduces the GLocal strategy, which can be regarded as an irregular Multiplexed strategy that avoids accessing text from other processors, at the expense of some complications on top of Multiplexed.
Similarly to the Global approach, in the following three techniques, every query will be initially assigned to just one processor. This processor will use the local suffix array to perform the initial binary search shown in Algorithm 1. Given the way in which the suffix array will be distributed, this initial search will give us just a partial answer. In further supersteps, this partial search will be eventually resumed by a different processor, which will tighten the answer. Notice that in this way the binary search for a particular query is carried out just once by a single processor, thus avoiding the effect of the Local approach, where the binary search for the same pattern is repeated by all the processors at a given time.
Global Multiplexed Suffix Array
One drawback of Global is the possibility of load imbalance, coming from large and sustained sequences of queries being routed to the same processor. This is because in Global the suffix array is distributed by lexicographic ranges. The best way to avoid particular preferences for a given processor would be to send queries uniformly at random among the processors, thus achieving a fair distribution of queries onto the processors.
We propose to achieve this effect by multiplexing the entries of the original global array, as follows: if the global suffix array element SA[i] is stored at processor P j , then the global element SA[i + 1] is stored at P j+1 , SA[i + 2] is stored at P j+2 , and so on, in a circular fashion. The elements assigned to a processor P k are stored in the same relative order to form the local suffix array SA k . We call Multiplexed this strategy. Notice that consecutive entries in a local suffix array correspond to entries that are separated by P positions in the global suffix array. From another point of view, the suffix array SA i at processor P i is formed by a regular sampling of the global suffix array SA, as shown in Figure 3 (a). Just as for Global, we need the pruned suffixes to reduce remote references. The following property states that, under this way of distributing the global suffix array, it is straightforward to know which processor stores any desired suffix array entry. Property 1. Global suffix array entry SA[i] is stored at processor P i mod P .
This means that the relative order of the global-array entries is maintained by this distribution strategy.
be the target interval in the global suffix array SA containing all the occurrences of X. We do not have the global suffix array, but the local ones. The idea is that the binary search of Algorithm 1 can be carried out at any of the local suffix arrays. In this way, we obtain a local interval, containing the local occurrences of X. This is a subset of the whole set of occurrences of X. Assume that the initial search with Algorithm 1 is carried out locally at processor P j , obtaining the interval [i The initial binary search gives us much information about the target interval for a query. We get a local interval that is a subinterval (in the global sense) of the target interval. More precisely, the target interval starts somewhere in between the global suffix array entries corresponding to SA j [i Our next task is to find the processors that store the endpoints SA[i 1 ] and SA[i 2 ] of the target interval containing the answers to the query. Recall that the initial local search has been carried out at processor P j . Given the way in which the global suffix array entries have been distributed across processors, we can start from processor j � = P (j−1) mod P , and check whether the entry SA j � [i
e., we check whether the suffix pointed by SA j � [i � 1 ] starts with X or not). This process is repeated with the next processor, (j − 2) mod P , and so on. This stops as soon as we find the first text suffix starting with X or, eventually, find out that X does not occur in T (in the special case where i
This process corresponds to a sequential search starting from position i � 1 − 1, which takes O(P ) extra supersteps in the worst case. Instead, the inter-processor search can be carried out with a binary search across the P processors, spending at most log P additional supersteps (recall from Property 1 how global positions are related to local ones). A similar process is carried out when looking for the processor storing SA[i 2 ] among processors (j + 1) mod P , (j + 2) mod P, . . . , (j + P − 1) mod P .
Given a query that is originally assigned to processor P i , the corresponding inter-processor search may proceed in two ways. In the first, P i keeps control of the search and requests texts to other processors, which send back to P i the requested suffix array values and pruned suffixes. If the pruned suffix is not sufficient then P i requests more text characters to the processor owning the full suffix. In the second way, P i delegates the problem of tightening this query to the processor that follows in the binary search. This has the advantage that pruned suffixes do not need to be transmitted, but instead the pattern must be sent. We can avoid sending the patterns by making the broker distribute all the patterns to all the machines at the beginning of the batch, at a cost of QmG + L, as described in Section 3.1.2.
This idea, in which we start solving a query in a given processor to later delegate the problem to another processor, is similar to the pipelining strategy defined for global distributed inverted indexes [47] . The difference is that, in our case, we need to send a smaller amount of data among processors, versus the partial results (in some cases, whole inverted lists) that must be sent in inverted indexes. Also, while load imbalance is a problem in the pipelined strategy [12, 60] , Multiplexed should be less sensitive to the query bias. The first stage of Multiplexed query processing is fully balanced because any processor can carry out the binary search (indeed, the same query can be started by a different processor each time it is raised). In the second stage, where the target interval is refined, every processor is involved, each performing a small amount of work, thus the load is balanced as well. A small source of imbalance can be the particular number of character comparisons carried out by each processor, however, this should be very low (as we will see in our experiments).
Cost Analysis. The asymptotic cost of Multiplexed is
The first term in the server cost corresponds to the binary pattern searches, composed of a first internal search cost of qm log n P , and a second inter-processor search cost of qm log P . The second term corresponds to the total cost of qm log n Q G of fetching the suffixes to decide the binary comparisons, plus the q log P G cost of the inter-processor binary searches. The third term corresponds to the log n Q supersteps required by the internal searches plus the log P supersteps required by inter-processor searches.
Overall, the complexity is slightly worse than that of the plain Global strategy. The advantage, however, is that this strategy does not suffer from load imbalance: The queries are distributed uniformly across processors regardless of how biased they are. We also recall that in practice most of the qm log n Q G + log n Q L cost is avoided thanks to the pruned suffixes.
An Intermediate Distribution Strategy
An intermediate strategy between Global and Multiplexed, called VMultiplexed, can be obtained by applying the Global strategy over V = 2 k P virtual processors, for some k > 0. Each virtual processor i is mapped on the real processor i mod P , for i = 0, . . . , V − 1. In this circular mapping, each real processor ends up with V /P = 2 k different intervals of n/V elements of the global array. This tends to break apart the imbalance introduced by biased queries, whereas the inter-processor search to refine the intervals becomes unnecessary (just as in Global, since the intervals of the virtual processors are contiguous in the global suffix array). The only cost is that the broker must also search for the correct (virtual) processor among V delimiting suffixes instead of P , thus k must be small enough to avoid a memory bottleneck in the broker. Example 6. Figure 2(d) shows how this strategy distributes the suffixes in our running example, for k = 1, that is, each processor simulates two virtual processors, and thus it contains two intervals of the global suffix array.
The cost of the VMultiplexed strategy is thus
which only improves with k. As explained, the memory of the broker is the practical limit to how large k can be (as it needs to store 2 k P delimiter strings).
Global Suffix Array with Local Text
As we have seen, with Multiplexed we are able to uniformly distribute queries among processors, but we must store the pruned suffixes to avoid (or reduce) the references to remote suffixes. Strategy Local, on the other hand, avoids remote references, yet has poor concurrency. We now present a suffix array distribution strategy that solves both the load imbalance and references to remote suffixes. The idea is to redistribute the original global array so that the local array stored in processor P j contains only pointers to the local text corresponding to processor P j , as shown in Figure 2 (e). In this way, the pruned suffixes are not needed. We call this strategy GLocal. As opposed to Multiplexed, the local suffix arrays in GLocal are formed by a non-regular sampling of the global suffix array (see Figure 3(b) ).
This strategy has the advantages of Local, as it only contains pointers to local text. The difference is that in this case the local arrays are constructed from the global array. Hence, we can keep global informationsuch as, for instance, the order of the global array entries-that will help us avoid the P parallel binary searches (for the same pattern) and broadcasts per query that are carried out by Local.
Just as for Multiplexed, a local search yields a global-suffix-array interval that is usually a subinterval of the one containing the pattern occurrences. Unfortunately, because of the non-regular sampling of the global suffix array, Property 1 is not valid for GLocal. Therefore, we are no longer able to carry out the inter-processor binary search as in Multiplexed. To support an efficient search we need, instead, to store extra information about where the remaining array cells are stored. We have illustrated this in Figure 2 (e), where we show (in a separate array below each local suffix array) the global position of the corresponding local position. Thus, for instance, we have that SA 3 [1] corresponds to the global entry SA [1] , as indicated by 1 �. An important difference with the Multiplexed strategy is that, for the GLocal approach, the sampling of the global array is not uniform, as it can be seen in Figure 3(b) . Hence, in a pathological case, the global difference between two consecutive local array entries can be up to O(n).
Search Algorithm. We propose an O(� n 2 � G) cost strategy to perform the inter-processor search, at the cost of storing � values (or "pointers") per suffix array entry (instead, we do not need to store pruned suffixes). The method works for any � ≥ 1, as follows. For � = 1, each local suffix array entry stores a pointer to the next global array entry. Each pointer consists of the processor that owns the next global entry, plus the local address of that entry within the local suffix array. Hence, every pointer requires log P + log n P = log n bits of space, for a total of n log n bits. This can be thought of as a linked list of the global suffix array entries. After we perform the initial local binary search using Algorithm 1, we must follow the linked list in order to find the precise endpoints of the interval containing the occurrences. The cost is one superstep per linked-list node traversed.
Hence, once a processor P j finds the answer between its local consecutive cells
, it retrieves from its linked-list information the processor P j � that owns cell i 2 + 1, as well as the position of that cell in the local suffix array of processor P j � . Then P j requests P j � to determine whether its text pointed by suffix array cell i 2 + 1 is lexicographically larger than the query. If it is so, then i + d is the right answer. If it is not, then P j � is now in charge of finding the right position, by finding the processor P j �� that owns cell i 2 + 2, and so on. The process is similar for i 1 − 1, i 1 − 2, etc. (as we do not have "previous" pointers but only "next" in the lists, we must run the search from the local cell i � 1 − 1). On average, the distance to traverse in the global suffix array between two cells that are consecutive in some local suffix array is O(P ), but in a bad case it can be as large as n, and the cost of the search is one superstep per traversed cell. Note that, as before, all the Q patterns can be broadcast to all the machines in QmG + L time, so they do not need to be transmitted later. Figure 4 for an illustration. The extra space is then increased by �n log n bits. Note that the pointer to the next entry SA[i + 1] is essential to ensure the correctness of the algorithm, because this is the only efficient way to know where the next suffix array entry is. That is, we need at least n log n extra bits on top of the suffix array itself. The remaining � − 1 pointers are just optional accelerators.
To achieve a performance comparable to that of the inter-processor binary search of the Multiplexed strategy, assume that processor P j finds that the target interval starts between the global suffix array entries i − s and i, which are consecutive in its local suffix array. Hence, we must find the largest k such that 2 k − 1 < s, and then find the processor P j � owning the entry SA[i − 2 k + 1]. If P j � answers that the query is lexicographically smaller than the suffix corresponding to its suffix array entry, then processor P j sets s ← 2 k − 1 and goes on with k − 1. Otherwise, processor P j � takes care of the search, with i ← i − 2 k + 1, s ← s − 2 k + 1, and k ← k − 1. In order to carry out the inter-processor search in optimal O(log n) steps, we must use � = log n pointers per suffix array entry, which implies an extra space of n log 2 n bits over the suffix array.
Cost Analysis. Using � = log n, the interprocessor search can be supported in O(log n) supersteps under this distribution strategy. Thus the cost of this strategy is given by
Compared with Equations 1 and 3, we can see the effect of using local suffixes (i.e., the communication costs are not multiplied by m), and, in exchange, the cost of the irregular sampling (i.e., the searches require log n supersteps, not log n q ). We remind that pruned suffixes may make strategies GLocal and Multiplexed perform better than what our complexity formulas suggest.
A Space-Efficient Way to Represent the Inter-Processor Pointers. Although strategy GLocal can achieve O(log n) supersteps to find the target interval containing the answers to a query, in practice we may not have enough space to reach this optimum (recall that we need O(log n) pointers per suffix array entry). We introduce a space-efficient alternative to represent these pointers, based on the use of bit vectors. Given a bit vector B[1.
.n], we define the operation rank 1 (B, i) as the number of 1s occurring in B[1..i]. The operation select 1 (B, j) is defined as the position of the j-th 1 in B. If n � is the total number of 1s in B, then the data structure of Raman et al. [56] . In other words, bit vector B j keeps track of the global array entries stored at processor P j . Figure 2(e) shows the bit vectors associated to each processor for our running example. Notice how each bit vector marks with a 1 the global positions that are indexed at each processor. For instance, in our example we have that, in processor P 3 , SA 3 [2] corresponds to the global entry SA [9] (as the 2nd 1 in the bit vector is B 3 [9] ). Conversely, given the global position SA [9] , we know that processor P 3 stores it, as B 3 [9] = 1. Also, SA [9] corresponds to SA 3 [2] , as there are 2 bits set to 1 in B 3 [1..9] .
Notice that each bit vector has n P bits set to 1. We represent B j using the sarray data structure of Okanohara and Sadakane [53] for sparse bit vectors, which uses n P log P + 1.92 n P + o( n P ) bits of space per processor. This amounts to n log P + 1.92n + o(n) bits overall for the P processors. This means that we require only about �log P + 1.92� bits per suffix array entry. Note that, using pointers, even for � = 1 each suffix array entry needs log n bits. Moreover, by using the bit vectors we will be able to simulate the performance of any � ≥ 1, thus this reduced amount of information shall be enough to simulate the inter-processor pointers.
Overall, the local data stored by a processor P j is the local suffix array SA j , plus the bit vector B j marking which global entries have been stored in SA j . Given this representation, if B j [i] = 1, the global entry SA[i] equals the local entry SA j [rank 1 (B j , i)]. On the other hand, given a local entry SA j [i � ], the corresponding global entry is SA[select 1 (B j , i
� )]. In other words, by using rank and select we can efficiently map between local and global positions (and vice versa). We show next how to use, at search time, the information provided by the bit vectors.
Search Algorithms for the Space-Efficient Version. Let P j be the processor to which a given search pattern X has been assigned. Let SA j [i First, processor P j asks (using a broadcast) for the processor P j � owning the global entry
, spending one extra superstep. In the next superstep, only processor P j � answers to P j Thus, P j needs two supersteps to reconstruct the pointer to entry SA � i − s 2 � . Processor P j then sends the query to P j � , which goes on with the binary search. At each step, the current processor tries to reduce as much as it can the search interval, by using the 1s in its own bit vector, and then it obtains the corresponding pointer (spending two extra supersteps per pointer). Notice that we can simulate the effect of any value of �, without requiring any extra space. In particular, we choose the optimum � = log n. Thus, we add 2 log n extra supersteps in the worst case, and an extra communication cost of P log n G per query (because of the broadcasts at every step in the search). Therefore, the cost is as in Equation (5), except that the communication cost raises to Q log n G. Table 1 shows a comparison of the search performance of our techniques to distribute suffix arrays. 7 If we use a constant-time rank/select data structure (e.g., by Munro [49] ) on its internal bitmap H. 
qm log n q log n log n
Experiments
In this section we experimentally compare the alternatives for distributing suffix arrays, and the respective query processing algorithms, that we have proposed.
Experimental Setup
Our experiments are carried out on five data collections:
1. A 300-megabyte XML collection from the Pizza&Chili Corpus [24] . The resulting global (or sequential) suffix array for this text requires 2.50GB; 2. a 400-megabyte DNA text from the Pizza&Chili Corpus. This is a sequence of symbols 'A', 'C', 'G', and 'T', plus a few occurrences of other special characters. The resulting suffix array requires 3.16GB; 3. a 200-megabyte text collection crawled from the Chilean Web (http://www.todocl.cl). The resulting suffix array requires 1.50GB. This text allows us to test the proposed algorithms over natural-language applications. 4. a 390-megabyte text with characters generated at random, giving a higher probability to the four most popular Spanish characters ('A', 'C', 'M', and 'P'). The corresponding frequencies are: 7.80% for letter 'A', 12.00% for letter 'C', 8.40% for letter 'M', and 9.30% for letter 'P'. We call 4Letters this text, and the resulting suffix array requires 3.10GB. This collection is suitable for testing our algorithms in situations of load imbalance; and 5. a 395-megabyte Uniform text collection, where each character has the same probability of occurrence.
The size of the suffix array obtained for this collection is 3.10GB. This synthetic text is designed to test the case of unbiased queries.
Overall, these datasets yield suffix arrays containing more than 1, 500 million elements. We used q = 50, 000 queries per processor-we tried with several values of q ≤ 900, 000, and obtained basically the same conclusions as the ones presented in this paper. We used patterns of length 5 and 10 extracted from each text at random positions (later in this section we also show results for patterns of length 100). The only exception is for the Chilean Web, where we used queries from a query log of the todoCl Web search engine (http://www.todocl.cl). These queries were truncated to the corresponding length.
Our results were obtained on the HECToR cluster (www.hector.ac.uk) with 1,856 nodes. Each node has two 12-core AMD Opteron 2.1GHz Magny Cours processors, sharing 16GB of memory. The hardware used for communication among cluster nodes is Infiniband, with an MPI point-to-point bandwidth of at least 5 MB/second. The latency between two nodes is around 1.0-1.5 microseconds. We implement our algorithms using the BSPonMPI library [9] . We test with P = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 processors. We assume that all the data (both text and suffix array) are kept in main memory.
In order to fairly compare all the algorithms, the sequential algorithm also solves Q = qP queries. In all cases we show results normalized in order to (1) better illustrate the comparative performance among them and (2) present a global view of comparative performance across several figures covering all datasets tested [36, 34, 41] . To this end, in each figure, we divide all the experimental times by the observed maximum in the particular experiment. In this way, we can easily estimate the percentage of improvement achieved by all strategies in each experiment with respect to the sequential baseline and across datasets. It is important to note that we measure the whole processing time for queries. This includes the CPU time needed to solve a query, as well as the time used for inter-node communication. In our experiments, the fraction of the total time corresponding to communication cost grows logarithmically with the number of processors, from 5% of the total time with P = 2 processors to 35% with P = 128.
Implementing GLocal
Recall that in Section 3.2.3 we proposed two ways to implement the inter-processor pointers for GLocal: either using raw pointers or using sparse bit vectors. We study now what is the best way to implement the GLocal strategy, both in space usage and query time. Table 2 shows the space usage of the bit-vector implementation of the inter-processor pointers, both as a fraction of the original pointers using � = 1 (that is, storing just a single pointer to the next suffix array entry, assuming that 32 bits are used for each pointer) and as a fraction of the text size. We show results just for DNA text and the Chilean Web; the other texts yield similar results. Notice that the space occupied by the Multiplexed strategy is similar to the space occupied by GLocal with raw pointers and � = 1.
As it can be seen, the bit vectors use up to half the space of the single pointers for P = 128. In addition, the bit vectors support binary searching the processors to find the target suffix array interval. Pointers for � = 1, on the other hand, use more space and support only sequential search (after the initial internal binary search has been carried out). When compared with the text size, the bit vectors use from 0.6 (P = 2) to 2.0 (P = 128) times the space of the text. The latter also means that for P = 128 the bit vectors for GLocal use about the same space as for pruned suffixes with t = 2. This fact will be used when comparing GLocal with the techniques using pruned suffixes such as the Multiplexed strategy. Now we compare the query time of both implementations of GLocal. Figure 5 shows the running times for some of the tested collections, for patterns of length m = 5. We call GLocal-List the alternative using pointers (for � = 1), and just GLocal the alternative using bit vectors. As it can be seen, GLocal improves upon GLocal-List by about 20%-25% in all the tested collections, except DNA where the improvement is of about 35%. This shows that not only the bit vectors use less space, but also provide better performance at query time. As a result, in the experiments of the following sections we will use GLocal as the realization of the alternative using bit vectors.
Scalability Evaluation
In this section we test the scalability achieved by the distributed suffix array approaches on different data collections. Scalability is evaluated by increasing the workload (i.e., Q = qP queries) as we increase the number of processors P . In this scenario, an algorithm obtaining optimal speedup achieves a stable running time as P grows. Otherwise the time increases with P ; the time of an algorithm with no speedup increases linearly with P . This way of measuring is also interesting because it reflects the real-world scenario, where the number of processors will be increased according to the workload.
To provide a glimpse of the actual running times, Table 3 shows total running times (in seconds) required to process 50, 000 × P queries for three of the strategies proposed in this paper, with P = 16 and 128. The Performance evaluation of the GLocal strategy, using pointers to the next suffix array cell ("GLocal-List") and using bit vectors ("GLocal"). We use VMultiplexed with parameter k = 5, and pruned suffix size of 4 characters for both Multiplexed and VMultiplexed.
Results on Uniform Text
We start with the Uniform collection, which displays an idealized scenario free from biases on the text and on the queries (recall that queries are generated from the text, so they follow a uniform distribution as well). Figure 6 shows the normalized running times of all the strategies, with patterns of length m = 5 in Figure 6 (a) and of length m = 10 in Figure 6 (b). It can be seen that all the global-partition algorithms (Global, Multiplexed, VMultiplexed and GLocal) show a much better performance than the Local algorithm. This is because, as expected from the analysis, the cost of Local grows as a function of Q rather than of q. Thus its time improvement over the sequential algorithm is explained not because each processor runs fewer queries, but because the queries run binary searches over smaller arrays, with higher locality of reference.
Among the global partitioning techniques, GLocal algorithm displays the best performance for P ≤ 16, but it is outperformed by Multiplexed for P ≥ 32. One can expect that GLocal performs better than the others but degrades faster as P grows. Although it permits perfect load balance and avoids communication at all in the first part of the search, that is run on its local suffix array and local text, the second part of the search, when all the processors have to participate to refine the final interval, becomes heavier in cost with larger P (the interval to refine is of average size P ).
This text is the best case for Global, which suffers from biased queries. Yet, even in this case, the small statistical deviations make some processors more loaded than others, and the total completion time per query is that of the slowest processor. This effect, plus the extra cost incurred by the broker to choose the right processor, makes the Global slightly slower than Multiplexed, which can perfectly balance the work load. The latter is the fastest with large P , showing that the final binary search on P processors is not significant (this binary search is much lighter than the one performed by GLocal, because we know which processor owns each cell). As expected, the performance of VMultiplexed stays between those of Global and Multiplexed. Note that VMultiplexed must also incur the cost of choosing the processor at the broker. Figure 6 also shows the results for the 4Letters text, with m = 5 in Figure 6 (c) and m = 10 in Figure 6 (d). Recall that this text was especially designed to produce biased queries. These results clearly show how sensitive is the Global strategy to biased queries. Its performance degrades sharply compared to that in the Uniform distribution. The other global strategies, instead, perform basically the same. This shows that the new strategies we have designed in this paper fulfill the goal of being resistant to biased queries.
Results on Biased Synthetic Texts
Note that the degradation of Global is sharper on shorter patterns. This owes to a different problem: it is more likely that different processors handle the start and end of the suffix array interval of suffixes that start with a popular 5-letter pattern (especially as P grows and the local arrays are shorter). Thus two processors may have to get involved in a single search, whereas in the other global techniques we can always assign the query to a single processor.
Results on XML Text
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the normalized running time on the XML collection. The results are more or less between those of Uniform and 4Letters. On long patterns, the Global strategy performs as in the 4Letters text, owing to the same biased-queries phenomenon. On short patterns, however, the degradation observed in 4Letters does not occur, because the XML alphabet is much larger and thus it is much less likely that a query spans two processors.
As before, Multiplexed performs best when sufficient processors are used. An interesting difference with the previous collections is that GLocal performs slightly worse on the real collections. A problem with GLocal that does not show up on our synthetic collections is that real texts tend to have some locality, and thus if we choose a processor to solve a query that rarely appears in its local text, the final interval it will have to refine with the other processors will be much larger.
Results on DNA Text
Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show the running time obtained by the algorithms on the DNA collection. This text should in principle behave close to the Uniform one. However, since DNA has a very small alphabet, the suffix array ranges for suffixes that start with the same character are very long. This impacts, much more than in 4Letters, on the performance of Global, which will frequently need to involve two processors in solving each query. The effect is also apparent in VMultiplexed, which has the same problem, especially for m = 10, where the search cost is higher. As in the other cases, the Multiplexed algorithm is the best choice when sufficiently many processors are involved.
Results on Natural Language Text
Figures 7(e) and 7(f) show the performance on the Chilean Web, whose letter distribution is not very different from 4Letters but it is a real text using a real query log. Once again, Multiplexed outperforms the other strategies for P ≥ 16. For P ≤ 8, the GLocal algorithm is the best choice, improving upon Multiplexed by 50% on average. While real-life text collections have locality (that is, some words are more frequent in some parts of the collection), and this impacts negatively on GLocal, its competitor, Global, suffers much more from the load imbalance of real-life queries. This is in contrast to the other texts, where we choose queries randomly from the text. We note that VMultiplexed is effective in improving the performance of Global upon work imbalance, but still it is never better than both Multiplexed and GLocal. Figure 8 reports results regarding the load imbalance for the Local, Multiplexed and Global strategies. To this end, let us denote T s the time taken for a given superstep in the execution of a batch of queries. Let T s,i be the time spent by processor P i at superstep s. We define the load balance for T s as the efficiency ratio average(T s,i )/ max (T s,i ) ≤ 1, for each processor i and averaged across supersteps. An efficiency value close to 1 means that the workload among processors is well distributed. A value close to the minimum 1/P , on the other hand, indicates a poor load balance. We used patterns of length m = 10 executed on the 4Letters and Chilean Web datasets, which are our most skewed scenarios. In this experiment we keep fixed the total number of newly arriving queries per processor q, and vary the total number of processors P . The results show that the Multiplexed strategy achieves competitive balance compared to the Local strategy, with the advantage of requiring less computation and communication cycles per query. As expected, the Global strategy suffers from high imbalance due to its strong dependency on biased query patterns. Notice that even though in Local each processor searches for the same queries, there is a slight imbalance. This is because the local texts and suffix arrays are different in each processor, and hence the number of character comparisons varies among processors. A similar effect can be observed in Multiplexed.
Load Balance Evaluation

Searching Big Texts and Long Patterns
We now study how the techniques scale with bigger texts and longer search patterns. We test with DNA (a 3.2GB text corresponding to the Human Genome 8 ) and 4Letters (a 1.9GB version of this text). The resulting suffix arrays require 25.40GB for DNA, and 15.70GB for 4Letters. Figure 9 shows the results on these big texts, for patterns of length 5 and 10. As it can be seen, we can conclude almost exactly as for previous experiments. The only effect of dealing with a larger amount of data is that the most efficient alternatives are slightly slower than for the smaller texts. Figure 10 shows results for long patterns, m = 100. In this case, the performance slightly degrades when compared to the results of Figure 9 . A reason for this is that longer patterns must be transmitted, increasing the communication overhead. There is, however, another reason: observe that the difference between Multiplexed and GLocal is much smaller than for previous results (this is more noticeably for P = 128). This means that Multiplexed degrades faster than GLocal. This is because we use pruned suffixes of length 4 for Multiplexed. For long patterns, this increases the amount of pruned suffixes that need to be transmitted. Additional experiments with pruned suffixes of length 20 confirmed this fact. 
Efficiency Evaluation
In this section we compare the local and global indexing strategies in terms of classical parallel efficiency E f , which is defined as the speedup divided by the total number of processors:
total sequential running time total parallel running time .
We show results for all the datasets. In these experiments, we no longer increase the total number of queries Q = qP with the number of processors. Instead, we keep the number of queries constant in Q = 50, 000×128. Figures 11(a) -(e) show the results for m = 5. The GLocal strategy has the best efficiency when P ≤ 16: It is always over 0.8, and in many cases near 0.95. For larger P , as expected from previous experiments, Multiplexed takes over, keeping efficiency over 0.7 even for P = 128. In all cases, VMultiplexed stays as a close second best, thus it is interesting if we have to stick to one strategy for every P . We note that the efficiency degrades fastest on Local, as expected, and Global is the second worst strategy in terms of efficiency. The other strategies degrade much slower.
Note also that, in general, the worse efficiency with few processors is obtained on the Chilean Web dataset, which emphasizes the problems posed by skewness in real-life queries. With more processors, however, the difference with the other collections is not so marked. Figure 11 (f) shows that efficiencies are generally even better for longer patterns, for example improving up to 14% for large P in the 4Letters dataset. A similar effect is observed in the other datasets.
Case Study: A Distributed Text Search Engine
We finish with a complex realistic scenario where the cost of the memory consumption of the different strategies has a direct impact on performance. We consider a distributed suffix array supporting a complementary pattern search service in a Web search engine. More precisely, we use suffix arrays to perform substring searches in the vocabulary table supporting the main search index. This allows, for example, offering autocompletion searches based on substrings and not only prefix matches.The vocabulary is made up of all terms found in the Web sample kept in the search engine. In practice this means searching over tens of millions of strings, and thereby parallelization on distributed memory is a sensible approach. This time, the relatively small size of the collection will allow us maintaining several copies of each data partition. The more memory-efficient approaches will be able to use more copies within the same space, which will increase their throughput. In this context, it is relevant to be efficient at processing large streams of queries. To this end, typically for this application domain, the P processors supporting the search service are organized as a P = p × r two-dimensional array, where p is the number of partitions in which the text T [1..n] is divided, and r is the number of copies (replicas) of each partition. That is, the suffix array is partitioned into p parts of size n/p each, and we maintain r replicas of each part. This kind of setting is also useful for fault tolerance in search engines [11] . We compare the traditional Local partitioning strategy with Multiplexed, which has performed best in general in our previous experiments.
Let T r (p) = max{d i + s i (p) + G} be the individual query response time of a query, where d i is a processor delay producing a query waiting time, s i is the query service time, G is the communication latency, and the maximum is taken over all the processors i involved in solving the query in parallel. The values of p and r of the system are set to meet the following three requirements [18] :
1. Ensure that the individual query response time is bounded above by T r (p) ≤ B, where B is a target upper bound. That is, we want to ensure that every query is solved within time B. 2. Ensure that the system query throughput X 0 (p, r) is capable of achieving X 0 (p, r) ≥ λ 0 , for a given target query arrival rate λ 0 . That is, we want to ensure that the system can process the queries at the rate they arrive. 3. Minimize the total number of processors P = p × r provided that no processor utilization gets above a target utilization bound U ≤ 1. In practice, search engines are over-provisioned so that they are prepared to cope with sudden peaks in query traffic [6, 18] . This means that they maintain processor utilization well below 100% at steady state operation.
For the Local strategy on a p × r system, the Q queries are broadcast to the p partitions, as usual. In each such partition, every processor gets Q/r queries. For Multiplexed, on the other hand, each partition gets Q/p queries, and each processor in a partition gets Q/(pr) queries. That is, each processor in Local gets p times the number of queries of a processor in Multiplexed. As a result, more processors will be necessary to cope with requirements (1) to (3) .
On the other hand, Local uses less memory than Multiplexed, since the former does not store auxiliary data such as pruned suffixes. Let us assume that Multiplexed uses pruned suffixes of length 2 k (assuming 1 byte per symbol, and 4 bytes per integer) with k ≥ 2. Given an amount of space used by Multiplexed, strategy Local requires fewer partitions (p) to hold the index, and thus can increase the number of replicas (r), improving its performance because each processor recieves fewer queries. To use about the same space in both cases, once we set p and r for for Multiplexed, the number of partitions Local can be decreased to p * = p/(1 + 2 k−2 ), and thus the number of replicas can be increased to r * = r(1 + 2 k−2 ). The trade-off for requirement (2) can be stated as follows. Let us assume a server where processing a batch of Q queries takes time T Q in steady-state operation, that is X 0 = Q/T Q . Therefore, for Local we have that T Q is O((Q/r)m log(n/p) + (Q/r)mG + L) = O(qpm log(n/p) + qpmG + L). Notice that this is a generalization of Equation (2), where r = 1 is assumed (and hence p = P holds).
For Multiplexed, on the other hand, the total query time T Q is O((Q/(pr))m log n+(Q/pr)(m log(n/Q)+ log p)G + log (n/Q)L) = O(qm log n + q(m log (n/Q) + log p)G + log (n/Q)L). Again, notice that this is a generalization of Equation (3) .
From the cost analysis above, and for fixed P = p × r, it can be noticed how the cost of Local can be improved if we increase the number of replicas r (i.e., we decrease p in the same proportion). This is not the case for Multiplexed. This effect will be observed experimentally in what follows.
Processor Utilization
We first measure individual query response time T r (p), as we vary the query traffic intensity, such that the maximum processor utilization is 15%, 25% and 50%, approximately. We use Multiplexed with 4 characters per pruned suffix, so Local needs half the space and thus can use twice the number of replicas of Multiplexed. Figure 12(a) shows the results for the three processor-utilization values tested, for a total of Q = 50, 000 × P queries. The results indicate that only when the processor utilization is low (because we have many replicas) the Local indexing strategy performs faster than Multiplexed. Figure 12(b) shows the effect of the different processor utilization thresholds in the total running time T Q . The results yield similar conclusions. However, the differences in performance for very low utilization (15%) between Local and Multiplexed are at most 20%, whereas Multiplexed is better suited for higher utilization. Finally, it can be seen that Multiplexed scales up more efficiently with P . In the remaining experiments we use utilization U = 50%.
Evaluation under Similar Memory Usage
We study more in depth the effect of varying the number of replicas. Figure 13 shows the results for r = 1, 2, 4 and P = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, where p = P/r was adjusted consequently to achieve the target P indicated in the x-axis. The y-axis shows the normalized total running times required to process a total number of queries given by Q = 50, 000 × P , with P = p × r. Figure 13(a) shows results for the Uniform dataset, and Figure 13(b) shows results for the 4Letters dataset.
Note that, for example, in Local r = 1 we assume that each node holds n/P suffix array cells, whereas for r = 2 we assume that each node holds 2n/P cells, and r = P assumes that each node holds a copy of the whole suffix array. So they are not comparable because they assume the nodes have different amounts of memory, and results are obviously better as we have more replicas.
What are comparable are the results for Local with value 2r and Multiplexed with value r, which assume the same amount of memory, as explained. The results show that, even with this memory handicap, the Multiplexed strategy achieves better performance than the Local strategy for both datasets.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented alternative ways of efficiently performing parallel query processing on distributed suffix arrays. We have studied how to process large streams of on-line queries by using local and global indexing approaches to suffix array distribution on processors.
Local indexing is always appealing to data center engineers as it is simple to implement and deploy on production systems. The text is evenly distributed on processors and a local suffix array is constructed in each processor. Queries are broadcast to all processors and the partial results are then merged to produce the final results for each query. Our experimental study shows that this approach does not scale up efficiently with the number of processors. In the cases where replicas can be used, local indexing is only efficient for cases of excessive over-provisioning of hardware resources where processors are kept operating at very low utilization in steady state operation. On the other hand, global indexing offers the potential of much better scalability than local indexing as queries are not required to reach all the processors. However, the straightforward realization of this strategy, that is, evenly distributing a global suffix array in lexicographic order on processors, is prone to significant load imbalance when query contents are biased. This arises in many realistic cases, most clearly in search engines, where the load imbalance is sharp and varies rapidly over time.
In this paper we have proposed three strategies to distribute global suffix arrays on processors and corresponding parallel query processing algorithms so that load imbalance is prevented. Our experimental study shows that each strategy has its own merits with respect to practical performance. The most efficient strategy in terms of running time under a large number of processors is Multiplexed, where each processor holds a regular sampling of the suffix array and any processor can solve any query. Instead, the GLocal strategy achieves competitive performance by using a local-like partitioning so that the result can later be mapped to the global suffix array, and thus any processor can handle the query with its local text. For a small number of processors, the GLocal strategy is more efficient than the Multiplexed strategy. A strategy called VMultiplexed, a hybrid between plain global and Multiplexed strategies, is always second-best and becomes a good choice when a single strategy must be chosen for any number of processors. We note that, for various of datasets, the GLocal strategy achieves similar performance than the VMultiplexed strategy for a large number of processors, with the advantage of lower memory usage. We also tested a version of the Multiplexed strategy where pruned suffixes were kept compressed to reduce memory usage. However, the cost of pruned suffix decompression required to support binary search was too detrimental to the performance.
The running time results for different datasets show that the Multiplexed and GLocal strategies significantly outperform the local indexing strategy and the straightforward realization of the global indexing strategy. The datasets used in experimentation were chosen to expose global indexing to different degrees of imbalance. The new strategies developed in this paper were shown to be resistant to load imbalance, keeping high parallel efficiency even for 128 processors. Among those, Multiplexed was the one showing the least degradation in efficiency. All of our new distribution strategies can be generated as an easy postprocessing on top of the existing distributed suffix array construction algorithms cited in Section 1.3.3 (which essentially build the Global partitioning).
We have focused on count queries in this paper, as they are the most interesting algorithmically. In many realistic scenarios, it is also necessary to retrieve some or all of the occurrence positions, and even some text snippet around them. In this regard, it is fortunate that our best-performing strategies are also promising for this task: Multiplexed and VMultiplexed offer perfect balancedness for retrieving the occurrences, whereas GLocal is unique in that it can return the text snippets without requesting text from other processors. The amount of extra communication required to send all the results back to the broker is not too significant, however. Figure 14 shows that, even for short patterns of length m = 5 on a small alphabet (4Letters), where a fair amount of occurrences are found, the extra communication cost is very low. In this experiment we use the Multiplexed strategy and P = 2 to P = 128 nodes. In this work we have only considered classical suffix array representations. There are, however, compressed representations of suffix arrays with the same functionalities as the classical ones, yet using space proportional to that of the compressed text [51] . Previous work [38] proposes a distributed implementation of compressed suffix arrays [25] that achieves qm log n + qm + qL processing time for Q = qP queries. Notice that this is quite interesting compared to the complexities of Table 1 , especially for short patterns. Our GLocal strategy proposed in the conference version [43] also inspired the development of compressed distributed suffix trees and arrays (in a theoretical stage) aimed at reducing the time of individual queries of more complex types, like computing matching statistics and maximal repeats [58] .
Another variant of compressed suffix arrays, called FM-indexes [23] , use a search strategy called backward search, which has nothing to do with a binary search. The FM-index represents a permutation of the text symbols plus little extra information. It needs access only to this permuted text to compute the suffix array interval that enables counting queries, thus there are no problems regarding accessing remote text positions. Backward search for a pattern of length m requires 2m access to arbitrary positions in this permuted text. Distributing this permuted text naturally yields a search algorithm with cost qm log σ + qmG + mL. Implementing a distributed search on this compressed suffix array is a promising future work direction.
